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About This Content

The Original Soundtrack of Remothered: Tormented Fathers is composed by Nobuko Toda (Final Fantasy, Halo, Metal Gear
Solid) and Luca Balboni (who wrote the music for feature films such as Mine and Watch Them Fall).

The soundtrack features all the tunes included in Remothered: Tormented Fathers. More than a hour of music that will drag you
back to Richard Felton’s house and will make you relive the spooky atmosphere of the game.

Tracklist

01. Prelude (Top of the World) [2:55]
02. Our Story [2:37]

03. To Say Goodbye [1:23]
04. The Arrival [1:12]

05. God's Lethal Creatures [2:46]
06. Illness is a Murderer [1:28]

07. The Gardener [2:32]
08. Missing [3:38]

09. Phenoxyl [6:40]
10. Tormented Fathers [2:03]

11. Red Nun [2:20]
12. A Mother's Love [2:44]

13. Split [2:42]
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14. Jennifer [1:36]
15. Ashmanns' Heir [4:06]
16. Deadly Swing [5:34]

17. Ashes [2:22]
18. The Fall [2:00]

19. Forgiveness [5:05]
20. Hope on Top of the World [3:44]
21. Lullaby for a Broken Heart [1:22]

22. Top of the World (Two Hearts Never Lonely) [4:04]

The soundtrack is 64 minutes long. It is both in FLAC lossless format and MP3 (encoded at 320kbps). After purchasing
and downloading this DLC, the soundtrack can be found inside Remothered: Tormented Fathers root directory on Steam. To

access this folder, right click on Remothered: Tormented Fathers in your Steam library and select properties. Inside the pop up,
choose the local files tab and click the browse local files button. You should see the soundtrack in the folder that appears.
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remothered tormented fathers - original soundtrack

Every bit of its wonderful uniqueness is best experienced through a youtube let's play.

Unless uniqueness is truly of paramount importnance to your enjoyment of a game, don't buy this. I desperatately tried to enjoy
it and despite a very intriguing and promising tone and intro, I was left with nothing but an extremely frustrating trial-and-error.

I have an immense enjoyment of old-fashioned difficulty. This is not that,

I spent an hour trying to navigate samey labrynths only to be two-shot staggered and killed by enemies whose level design.
stealth, and immense agro range made them nigh-unknowable.

This is a wonderful game that refuses to be played. If you have money, time, and a lot of patience to spare, by all means play
this: it really is a breath of fresh air. And if that's for you then great! You might actually really like this game!

Unfortunately for the rest of us it's more of a breath of fresh fart.. A bit challenging but i was able to beat all the different
modes!
I feel like tracking is a bit off from where it should be based on the angle\/location of the bat.
Overall it's a fun experience that has a decent replay value and I will be coming back to every now and then.. Delightful point-
and-click adventure. The graphics, setting (bar the steampunk side) and character remind more than fleetingly of the old Gabriel
Knight (Sins of the Fathers, not the sequels). The creators managed to create an effortlessly sympathetic main character, which
is not easy, and a nice group of supporting characters.
The puzzles are not that difficult, but they're not frustratingly stupid either, and I like the idea that you have an array of choices
to end a case with (even though, of course, only one is correct), with a hint of moral choices to make. Very nice voice acting
too. The only thing I'm not too crazy about is the alternate steampunk universe the game is set, not because I don't like
steampunk per se, but because I find it slightly superfluous; I think the game could have easily worked in the real world setting
with few adaptations. Still, it doesn't bother either, so it doesn't affect the enjoyable experience of the game in the slightest..
Here in the fifth volume of Hiveswap Friendsim, you choose between a strange unnamed goldblood who is actually an
oliveblood assassin named Polypa Goezee, and a indigoblood "civil rights acitivist" named Zebruh Codakk. In Polypa's route,
you come across a murder scene, and Polypa takes you on a "date" in order to lay low because the victim was a highblood, and
she was the killer. In Zebruh's route, Zebruh takes you along for a stroll to his hive during the night of "Flushed Affirmation
Day" (which seems to be their equivalant of Valentine's Day), subtly hitting on you throughout the story. Good lord.

It seriously feels like this was otherwise supposed to be a Valentine's Day special, as both routes have some kind of romantic
undertone. And it really could have been, if it were released back in February. But I digress.
Volume 6 is next!

Content Warning(s): Violence and Social Discrimination

Final Score: 8 \/ 10. Let me start off by saying that if you ever enjoyed games like PowerStone then this is definitely for you.
This game is a ton of fun, especially with friends. It can be played with up to four players. There are some levels with unique
hazards that are actually fun to play in and dont feel intrusive (unlike every level in Powerstone 2)Combat is fast paced and
although combos are pretty limited, you can not win by simply button mashing. There is a parry mechanic, a block, a grab,
and a roll that prevent mashers from succeeding. The art style is quite nice and it features some great animations. Its a ton
of fun sending your enemies flying like rag dolls with special attacks. Now, when it comes to the special attacks; there are
maybe around 6 different ones to choose from. These are called cores, and every character shares the same specials as you
select which one you want to use in the character select screen. Each core also comes with different stat buffs. You can also
create a character which is a nice addition, of course there isnt an insane amount of options but it is still appreciated. I say
give this game a shot, it definitely deserves more love.. I used to really enjoy the online version of this game. Saddly that is no
longer true. While I would HIGHLY reccomend this game for the Campaign Mode, the Online Mode is another matter
ENTIRELY!!!! Once you reach level 5, you must win a number of sucsessfull wins to advance onwords, but each loss counts
you backwords on that total. THIS, is not a problem. THE PROBLEM, is that many players have found a way to "HACK"
either the timeclock, or the game itself! I have found myself ready to acquire a good card, only to have my game freeze.
Then reload. Not only do I lose precious time during this reloaded "Glitch". But often it will undo my card purchases or even
worse, my bases will be destroyed or my health slashed in half. All of which being impossible with the card's the opponet had
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availible to play. Now, I KNOW I'm not the best player. I admit that freely. But after almost 500 games, I STILL CAN'T
GET EVEN HALFWAY THROUGH TO LEVEL 7! This means With the losses counting against me, I have only managed to
go up 1 LEVEL in almost 500 games!!!

I have sent several emails to the developer company, yet have seen no correction of this problem. While I LOVE the actual
game, the strategy is AMAZING, as are the card's ARTWORK. This feature caused me to stop playing this game for almost
2 years! During this time, the "Glitches" aperantly got worse, not better. I started playing again yesterday. And during this
last match, I couldn't even buy single cards without struggling through "MULTIPLE" turns do to "Glitches". I don't know if
this is a active bug in the game, or a hackable back door. But it WILL FRUSTRATE YOU, to know end. Unless you're
willing to NEVER, play against others onlne. (The very point of most steam games). I would have to say this game is curently
not worth it's price. I am sorry. But this is just true.. Nice puzzle game based on logical connective and boolean algebra.. An
enjoyable fun way to pass a bit of time.

Simple

Easy

Stress-free

All at a low cost, coupled with relaxing soundtrack.
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Perfect. Just perfect.. An excellent classic that I poured many hours into before. A game with indepth mechanics that have you
balancing food, commerce, military, religion and trade all to build a well estblished settlement for the kingdom.. Premium
Bowling is a great VR game to play with friends and take turns with family.

Although there are a few noticable bugs for the devs to work on, this game is still on my top to play list when I want some chill
VR time.

- Z. Story, art style, music = thumb up!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6cHYkAbfuXs. How to GO POSTAL:

Step 1 - Download this
Step 2 - Rip the soundtrack to your phone\/MP4\/Walkman\/whatever is used to listen to music
Step 3 - Get some weapon
Step 4 - Go outside and play 'Temporomandibular'
Step 5 - ???
Step 6 - Population: 0 Hostiles: 0 Killed (100%). I wasn't big fan of Resident Evil universe, but this game changed it. This is
propably most scary RE game till now, that was great move to make it FPP. Story is great, enemies are like from Lovecraft
books, and Baker's family is sick. Locations are great, and effect of footages is amazing. Also DLC's are great, linked with main
story. Only minus I found were plot holes, but they are not that big and if You re not checking every corner, every wall, u
shouldn't notice them. On my way to do it for 100%, 10\/10 <3. awefull, waste of money. at least not bad at all
worth if you buy with sale price

just kinda boring gameplay
killing zombies only , no other objective. Never disappointed by Matthew Brown. Never have enough logical puzzle like this.
Really enjoy the thinking process. Of course, I have 2 complaints this time:

1. It's somewhat annoying when you click something wrong, you are automatically thrown back to the level selection. Probably
directly resetting the puzzle would be better. There's no point to prevent people by clicking around randomly in order to finish
the level because this is a waste of their own money.

2. The arrow for calculation order should be reversed. Now, right arrow on the left side means calculation from the right, which
is very confusing.
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